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SOME EXAMPLES FROM A CORPUS INVESTIGATION 
OF POTENTIALLY CONFUSING POLYSEMY AND 
FALSE FRIENDS IN THE TERMINOLOGY OF MUSIC, 
CENTRED ON ENGLISH AND FRENCH, WITH 
EQUIVALENTS IN FIVE OTHER LANGUAGES
This paper presents five of the initial items of a semantic study of confusable terms and 
false friends present in the lexis of music in English and French. All forms are also given 
in Italian, German, Spanish, Russian and Chinese. The object of study is a series of texts 
from corpora provided by New Sketch Engine, a product of Lexical Computing Limited. In 
the commentary section, the semantic variance between the different items within the same 
topic is studied. The approach is essentially synchronic, with priority being given to the 
examination of current usage. Diachronic considerations are also included where it has been 
possible to explain, or at least hypothesize how the meaning of the various terms has evolved. 
The main practical application of the paper is to provide a tool for reducing ambiguity in the 
area of music terminology. It will be of potential interest to all those concerned by the study 
and practice of music and the language of music in countries where the languages referred 
to in this study are in use.
1. Objectives and methodology
This research aims to reduce ambiguity and thus improve comprehension by 
exploring a selection of forty or so false friends between English and French in 
the area of music terminology. Translations into Spanish, Italian, German, Rus-
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sian and Chinese have been included to ensure that the research will be easily 
accessible to a vast number of linguists and musicians. With a total number of 
152 terms explored, the research can be said to constitute a mini-corpus in its 
own right. The corpus consists of forty-two topics, each of which includes a cer-
tain number of related forms. The topics are presented in three sections, namely 
instruments, players and voices (1), notation (2) and performance (3). This divi-
sion corresponds roughly to the areas of lexis to which the terms belong. The 
relationship between the forms within the same topic is analysed in the samples 
and commentaries section. 
The main table (Figure 1) presents the English and French forms and their trans-
lation into five other languages. Cyrillic transliteration is provided for Russian 
and pinyin script, using Western characters, is used for Chinese. 
The corpora examples (Figures 3 – 9) are taken from eight of the corpora pro-
vided by New Sketch Engine. In the case of Russian (Figure 8) and Chinese 
(Figure 9), translations into English are given, but it was not deemed necessary 
to provide assistance of this kind for the Spanish, Italian and German references. 
As the Internet is in a constant state of flux, some of the websites used as sources 
in the corpora are no longer accessible. This is particularly so in the case of the 
Chinese corpus. They are identified as such by the ° symbol. In a small number 
of cases it proved impossible to provide examples from the corpora. The prob-
lem was solved by using Internet examples not quoted in the corpora. Unlike 
some of the corpora sources, they are, however, all currently accessible. The 
crawl dates indicating when the information was downloaded from the Internet 
indicate clearly which references are taken from the corpora as they are no later 
than 2013. The references added by the researchers themselves were all down-
loaded in 2018. 
Between the main table and the corpora references there is a list of the English 
and French terms highlighting the false friends (Figure 2), which are identi-
fied by the letters [BH], standing for ‘Bilingual Homophones’ (cf. Reference to 
Knospe et al. 2016 in the following section). The extent to which the homophony 
generates confusion is clearly dependent on the language skills of the user. The 
bilingual user will have little or no difficulty in perceiving that homonymy is 
present, whereas the user with limited knowledge of the L2 may well experience 
confusion. There is a continuum between these two conditions.
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Owing to the required length of this paper, only the first / first two topics in each 
of the three sections are presented. 
2. The notion of false friends
It is now important to look briefly at the notion of false friends, a term coined, 
in French as faux amis by Koessler and Derocquigny in 1928. A standard dic-
tionary indicates that a false friend, also known as a false cognate, is “a word in 
a foreign language that seems similar to one in your own, so that you wrongly 
think they both mean the same thing” (Summers 1995). 
Knospe, Onysko and Goth (2016) used the term bilingual homophones with re-
gard to Finnish and Estonian, an association of languages where the phenom-
enon is particularly widespread.1 
The homophones considered here are often associated with polysemy, which, as 
Stephen Ullman pointed out, is “the pivot of semantic analysis” (Ullman 1951). 
When seemingly similar terms exist in different languages, it is necessary to 
consider the range of meaning, and/or the acception of polysemes. This typically 
implies the existence of a more restricted meaning in one language of a term 
whose meaning in the other is more general, a phenomenon which is highlighted 
in our research by the use of the words general (gen.) and musical (mus.) to indi-
cate the acception of the term concerned. 
Here again, the awareness by L1 users of the existence of L2 polysemy naturally 
depends on their level of competence in the L2.
3. Sample Topics and Commentaries
3.1. Item 1.01 Alto
In both French and English, alto means a voice or instrument which is relatively 
low for female voices and high-pitched instruments such as the flute, and rela-
1  The languages [Finnish and Estonian] share a large amount of bilingual homophones, so-called false 
friends, words that sound similar but differ in meaning.
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tively high for male voices and medium or low-pitched instruments such as the 
trombone. 
The false friends are alto in French, when it means the instrument belonging to 
the violin family which is usually called the viola in English, and alto in English, 
which usually refers to the voice. The polysemy that exists in French is absent 
in English.
The alto viol in English is, however, an instrument belonging not to the violin 
but to the viol family, all the members of which are played vertically. Interest-
ingly enough, the American instrument-maker Carleen Hutchins designed and 
built a vertical viola in the 1960s which she called an alto violin.2 
Although alto was and is an Italian word meaning ‘high’, modern Italian nev-
ertheless uses viola for the modern instrument belonging to the violin family. 
Spanish follows Italian, with viola, but Russian follows the French with альт 
(‘al’t’). Chinese has 中提琴 (‘zhōng tí qín’) meaning ‘medium string instru-
ment’: half way between the violin (小提琴 ‘xiǎotíqín’ – small string instru-
ment) and the cello (大提琴  ‘dà tí qín’ – large string instrument). The German 
term is Bratsche, which derives from the Italian term viola da braccio ‘arm 
viola’, indicating that the instrument was and is normally played horizontally 
and rests on the arm, unlike the viola de gamba, which is played between the 
legs like the modern cello. Similar forms exist in Danish (bratch) and Hungarian 
(brácsa), although Hungarian also has mélyhegedű ‘deep violin’.
Even in a monolingual French context there is a risk of ambiguity between the 
alto, meaning the voice, which the Grand Robert dictionary indicates was first 
attested as a noun in 1771 (Robert 1950), and alto meaning the instrument, which 
did not enter the language until 1808. This ambiguity is sometimes avoided by 
differentiating between the plural forms. The Italian form alti is often substi-
tuted for the standard French plural form altos for voices or singers,3 whereas 
altos is more usual for the instruments or their players.4 
2  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertical_viola.
3  Of the first 200 samples containing alti in the New Sketch Engine Corpus, 20 refer to voices and only 11 
to instruments
4  Of the first 200 samples containing altos in the corpus, 86 refer to instruments and only 45 to voices
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3.2. Item 1.02 Bar
A bar is the thin strip of metal or wood of a xylophone, marimba, vibraphone 
etc. which is struck with a mallet to create the sound. The term is derived from 
the shape of the object and does not mean a division or separation. The same 
word is, of course, also used in English to denote the long counter where drinks 
are served and, by extension, the room or establishment where it is situated. This 
is the only meaning of bar in French, other than the polyseme meaning ‘barfish’ 
or ‘sea bass’. French uses lame for the musical sense of ‘bar’. Italian with la-
mella, and Spanish with lamina, both use related forms.
Although there is little or no risk of misunderstanding, this is nevertheless an 
example of false friends. The Grand Robert indicates that bar entered French 
from English in the mid nineteenth century, but only in the “general” sense, thus 
creating a term whose contextual acceptance is, paradoxically, more restricted, 
in that the musical application is excluded. 
3.3. Item 2.01 Bar
The term bar also appears in the “notation” section of the study. Here the false 
friends occur because the French word barre (usually coupled with mesure in 
the term barre de mesure) is bar-line in British English and bar in English is 
mesure in French. American English uses measure and not bar so the notion of 
false friends does not apply.
Bar came into English from Norman French barre with the meaning of a barrier 
or separation.5 It still had this meaning at the end of the nineteenth century, as 
is attested by the following entry in the Pronouncing Musical Dictionary by H. 
A. Clarke (1896): 
Bar. A line drawn across the staff or staves to divide the music into 
portions of equal duration. The portion enclosed between two bars is 
called a measure. The almost universal custom of musicians, however, is 
to use bar in the sense of measure.
5  https://www.etymonline.com/word/bar
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The use of bar to mean a segment of music is therefore a metonymy from the 
original usage: the action of dividing came to mean the result of this action. 
According to Sablayrolles (2010), a phenomenon of this type constitutes a shift 
of meaning rather than a neologism as such. The original sense survives, in the 
term double bar, which is not two bars, as might be supposed, but two bar-lines.
Forty years later however, it is apparent from the entry in the Oxford Compan-
ion to Music by Scholes (1938) that the Americans had rejected the new usage, 
which had, on the contrary, been adopted by the British:
Measure. […] The time-space of a group, i.e. between one strong accent 
and another, is called, in the terminology of older British writers, in that 
of John Curwen and his followers […] and in that of all modern American 
writers, a measure.
The measures are, in notation, marked off from one-another by ‘bars’ or 
‘bar lines’ before each of the strongly accented beats. As a consequence, 
the British have come to use the word bar for ‘measure’, which is illogical 
and yet seems to cause little confusion.
3.4. Item 2.02 ‘C’
The name given to the note ‘C’ is problematical for two reasons, one of them 
derived from the difference between the phonological systems of French and 
English and the other from the different systems used for naming the notes. 
To linguists and skilled users of French and English, the risk of confusing Eng-
lish C and French si may seem minimal because the phonetic supra-segmental 
differences with respect to (lip) tension and length are substantial: C is long and 
without lip tension, si is short and tense. Inexperienced L1 language users will 
naturally impose their own phonological usage on the L2 term, thus creating 
ambiguity. This phenomenon of L1 interference is well-known.
The alphabetical system of notation (A, B, C) is not necessarily familiar to 
French-speakers and the seventh degree of the ‘do, re, mi’ system may not be 
known to English speakers. The latter problem arises from the fact that although 
the solmization (do, re, mi) system is used in music education throughout the 
English-speaking world, the seventh degree is not ‘si’, but ‘ti’. The change to the 
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original ‘si’ was introduced in the nineteenth century by Sarah Glover and John 
Curwen in order to attribute a different initial consonant to each note, ‘s’ being 
already employed for the fifth degree.6 
The original term for the first degree in the solmization system invented by 
Guido d’Arezzo in the eleventh century was ut. ‘Do’ was substituted in the sev-
enteenth century because it facilitated the production of acceptable vocal tone 
when solmizing (singing with the names of the notes for learning purposes). 
Ut survives in French as an alternative still used for the pitch of instruments 
(trompette en ut), high notes (contre ut) and the title of certain works, notably 
the Symphonie en ut by Bizet. 
A further problem of ambiguity is to be found in the use of the letters B and H in 
a number of countries including Germany and Croatia for the two notes known 
elsewhere as B flat and B (natural) respectively. 
3.5. Item 3.01 Dynamics
The inclusion in this study of the term dynamics, used in English to describe the 
basic notion of the volume required in performance,7 is somewhat controversial 
because it can only be considered a false friend with dynamiques if we accept 
the hypothesis that French musicians prefer to use the term nuance to convey 
this meaning.8 It is certainly true that dynamique can also used in the sense of 
the intensity of a sound,9 but in the authors’ experience, this term would appear 
to be more frequently used by musicologists than by musicians. A nuance in 
English is of course ‘a very slight, hardly distinguishable difference in man-
ner, colour, meaning, etc.’ (Summers 1995). Both dynamics and dynamique have 
several meanings, including, for example, in French, the ‘totality of the forces in 
interaction or in opposition in a phenomenon or a structure’.10 Both for nuances 
and dynamics then, the acception is restricted in the musical context.
6  See Dumorest (2003)
7  “That part of musical expression concerned with the varying degrees of intensity (loudness) of the sound 
produced” (Scholes 1938).
8  “Degré divers de douceur ou de force à donner aux sons”(Robert 1950).
9  “Utilisation de différentes intensités sonores” (Siron 2002).
10  “Ensemble des forces en interaction et en opposition dans un phénomène, une structure” (Robert 1950). 
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4. Conclusion
In conclusion it can be observed that there is no cross-linguistic standardisation 
of the boundaries between general and musical usage. Furthermore, it is often 
the difference between the two that is responsible for the ambiguity created by 
the existence of bilingual homophones.
This research is ongoing, and commentaries will eventually be added to all the 
topics in the corpus. Although all the terms have been translated into five lan-
guages other than French and English, it has not yet been possible to add critical 
comments on the presence or absence of false friends. It would clearly be of 
interest at a future date to study the occurrence of false friends in the context 
of other combinations of languages. Another area that remains to be explored 
is the occurrence of neologisms, notably in the light of recent research by Jean-
François Sablayrolles (2010) and by John Humbley (2010). 
Data
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Neki primjeri korpusnoga istraživanja potencijalno zbunjujućih 
polisema i lažnih prijatelja u glazbenome nazivlju usredotočeni na 
engleski i francuski s ekvivalentima iz pet drugih jezika
Sažetak
Ovaj rad predstavlja tekuće istraživanje elemenata glazbene terminologije koji se čine 
sličnima na engleskom i francuskom jeziku, ali zapravo imaju drugačija značenja. Svi 
termini također su dani na talijanskom, njemačkom, španjolskom, ruskom i kineskom 
jeziku. Korištenje pojmova na svim jezicima koji su obuhvaćeni opravdano je uzorcima 
teksta preuzetima iz priznatih zbirki uključenih u “New Sketch Engine ,ˮ ali kritički 
komentari bitno su ograničeni na engleski i francuski.
Studija je u osnovi sinkronizirana: prioritet se daje ispitivanju trenutačne upotrebe. 
Dijakronijska razmatranja također su uključena gdje je bilo moguće predložiti kako je 
došlo do semantičke varijacije između pojmova čija je etimološka izvedba slična.
Keywords: music terminology, false friends, English-French, ambiguity, semantic restriction 
Ključne riječi: glazbena terminologija, lažni prijatelji, engleski-francuski, dvosmislenost, 
semantičko ograničenje
